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Visual: Walden University Library Homepage

Narration: When you access the Walden library choose the blue library button if the window box appears.

On the library homepage, choose the blue articles by topic button on the left.

Visual: Articles by topic page in the library

Narration: The next page provides a menu to access most of the library resources.

You want to choose the health sciences subject area to access the best databases in your field.

Visual: Health Sciences Research Homepage

Narration: On the Health Sciences research home page, you will see a menu at the top left for all the sections and a menu on the right for what is on the page.

Visual: Health Sciences Databases list

Narration: Going to the Health Sciences Databases, the most frequently used database will be MEDLINE with Full Text, listed first in the database list. This is where the majority of health articles will be found, including clinical, business and some nursing.

CINAHL Plus with Full Text is also a good database for nursing and allied health literature.

Visual: Viewing the Evidence based and Clinical Resources

Narration: Our evidence based resources are listed next and include the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews and the Database of Reviews of Abstracts of Effects (DARE).

Visual: Top of Health Sciences Research Homepage

Narration: Also of note are the other sections of the Health Sciences Research Home including the health statistics page and the health theory page and recommended books.

Visual: Ask a Librarian tab on main menu

Narration: Finally, the Ask a Librarian link can be found on every page at the top menu. Please do not hesitate to contact us for assistance.
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